
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
security awareness. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for security awareness

Lead the planning and coordination of security awareness events across all
RMS locations
Manage all aspects of the internal RMS Global Security Services (GSS)
website
Interface with personnel on all levels, including government and customer
representatives
Lead security education process improvement efforts throughout RMS GSS
Lead and support reviews and management of RMS policies and directives
for potential security input, influence and impacts
Ensure all RMS Global Security documents, policies and directives are
updated at appropriate intervals
Will directly supervise a staff of specialists and interns
U.S. Citizenship status is required as this position requires the selected
candidate to be willing and able to obtain and maintain a Secret security
clearance
Implement, maintain and report metrics where possible to evaluate
effectiveness of cyber security initiatives and communications
Maintain and develop explanatory materials such as presentations, videos,
blog posts, and other materials in support of the Information Security and
Risk communications strategy

Qualifications for security awareness
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Preferred candidate will have 1-5 years exposure to cybersecurity and risk
disciplines, the financial industry
Minimum 3 years of experience in managing and leading a team
General knowledge of security concepts and demonstrated ability to develop
innovative delivery methods
Experience working with/for an IS/IT department would be preferred
High level of personal integrity, the ability to professionally handle
confidential matters, and show an appropriate level of judgment
2+ years’ experience leading teams responsible for Security related projects
and/or Security awareness for mid to large sized corporations with
geographically dispersed populations


